JOIN AN ACEC COALITION

As a member of ACEC you’re encouraged to join one of the specialty groups known as the ACEC Coalitions. Dedicated communities of ACEC members organized by practice area or firm.

BENEFITS TO YOU

- Peer To Peer Information-Sharing
- Networking with Firms in Your Discipline
- Educational Opportunities and Resources
- Advocacy

WHICH COALITION FITS YOUR FIRM

- Coalition of Mechanical and Electrical Engineers
- Coalition of American Structural Engineers
- Coalition of Professional Surveyors
- Design Professionals Coalition
- Geoprofessional Coalition
- Land Development Coalition
- Small Firm Coalition

WHAT COALITION MEMBERS ARE SAYING

“Our firm has received more value from CAMEE, the ACEC Coalition specifically created to support Mechanical/ Electrical Engineering Firms, than any other organization with respect to improved business practices, reduced professional liability, and increased profitability.”

Joe Harvey
JP Harvey Engineering Solutions, Hampton, VA

“Being involved with CASE has enhanced our firm in numerous ways...providing documents that help standardize our business practices in areas such as scope of work, specifying for and working with specialty structural engineers, contract language, etc.”

Andy Rauch, P.E., SE, LEED AP
BKBM Engineers, Minneapolis, MN

“Our participation in the Land Development Coalition has kept us up-to-date on trends and legislation important for our business.”

Michael Unger
WSP USA, Denver, CO

“The relationships I have built and knowledge sharing that I have been exposed to since joining COPS has impacted many facets of my business and professional worlds. For me and my team the payback cannot be measured.”

Joe Romano
Langan
Parsippany NJ

“I encourage you to join us and discover for yourself why I strongly believe the GEO Coalition is the place to be for growth-minded engineering business executives.”

Jeff Gebhard, PE
Braun Intertec
Minneapolis, MN

“Membership in the ACEC Small Firm Council will provide you with an instant return on your investment. We have been active members in the SFC for over 15 years and regularly attend the SFC events at the ACEC national meetings as well as many of the SFC winter meetings.”

Matthew T. Murello
President, Lewis S. Goodfriend & Associates

For more information contact Michelle Kroeger at coalitions@acec.org
Coalition of Mechanical and Electrical Engineers (CAMEE)

Watch Your Business Grow!

CAMEE represents mechanical/electrical engineering firms, providing a much-needed forum for improving your bottom-line with improved business practices, reduced professional liability, and increased profitability. CAMEE is the gateway to business excellence in MEP engineering. We deliver information and programs that address the unique needs of MEP firms to help them succeed.

Coalition of American Structural Engineers (CASE)

Build a Stronger Bottom Line!

CASE members develop guidelines and contracts that outline best practices, along with extensive risk management tools designed to keep liability in check. CASE is very active with ACEC’s advocacy and outreach efforts, especially in post-9/11 liability reform, and maintains established relationships with NCSEA, SEI, and AISC. CASE membership gives your firm access to practical resources and tools that will help you manage risk, draft smarter contracts, and learn sound business practices, as you share ideas and information with SE peers.

Coalition of Professional Surveyors (COPS)

Unlock Your Toolkit for Success!

COPS offers a robust array of tools to help your grow your firm survey practice. In COPS you’ll foster relationships with Professional Organizations like NCEES and NSPS, represent surveying issues on ACEC’s outreach and advocacy agendas, and participate in educational sessions tailored to the unique needs of surveying firms. Your voice will contribute to an influential national network of industry leaders and peers.

Geoprosessional Coalition (GEO)

Laying the Foundations to a Thriving Practice!

GEO will strengthen your business environments and provide operational assistance to by focusing on quality geoprofessional services in a demanding global market. GEO works with other industry associations, and acts as an advocate for member firms, addressing the issues influencing geoprofessional consulting. By connecting with others and sharing best business practices, you’ll improve your management expertise as well as increase business efficiency and overall knowledge of our industry.

Land Development Coalition (LDC)

Build a More Successful Practice!

LDC focuses on providing quality land use and site development services (including surveying/geotechnical consulting) for both the private and public sectors. LDC works with other industry associates outside of the engineering realm, and acts as an advocate for member firms. By connecting with other land development professionals and sharing best business practices, members are able to improve your management expertise as well as increase business efficiency and overall profitability.

Small Firm Coalition (SFC)

Bring Big Business to Your Small Firm!

SFC is the leading resource for small firms. As a SFC member you’ll have access to education, networking and advocacy to improve your business’ success. You’ll join other leaders of small engineering firms to expand your knowledge and skills to meet the unique challenges of your small firm. Business education products/documents and seminars focused on specific needs of small firms are at your disposal to provide solutions tailored to your needs.

STRENGTHEN YOUR BUSINESS. NETWORK AND DRIVE CHANGE.

For more information contact Michelle Kroeger at coalitions@acec.org